Top drawer.
In your new home, nothing makes as much of a statement
as the cabinetry. The warmth of the wood. The sweeping lines they
create. The way they pull all the rooms together. We work with the
area’s top custom home builders creating homes likely to appreciate in
value because of attention to quality design and construction.

Three designers. Only one you.
No “cookie-cutters” here. Our designers work one-on-one
with you to design form and function that complement and
enhance your lifestyle. We can suggest and build in all those
little extras that your family will use every day, making it
easier to enjoy and maintain your new or existing home.

Superior Fit and Finish. Hometown pride.
Our cabinets will seem like they were made for your house -because they were. Our crews take exacting measurements during
the construction process, to ensure your cabinetry is an integral part
of your home. Each cabinet is skillfully created individually by local
craftspersons who take pride in their work. And we make ﬁnal tweaks
and adjustments on site before you close, to help make your move-in
smooth and problem-free.

Exemplary service. We live next to you.
We are your neighbors, and we care for you. You see our trucks
constantly moving around town, delivering cabinets to people
who appreciate quality and innovation -- people like you. We support
our local schools and their athletic programs because everything
we have and everything we are is invested in our community.

www.designedcabinets.com

Top shelf.
For most people, building a home is the biggest investment
they will ever make. It’s wise to plan ahead to protect
that investment.
We design cabinets to ﬁt you and your living spaces. That’s a much
better solution than making compromises based on what’s
available off-the-shelf. And years down the line, whether you
want to expand a kitchen or ﬁnally ﬁnish off that basement, you
won’t need to worry if the style of prefab cabinets you bought are
still being made and marketed. Instead, we’ll be able to create
those pieces you need, preserving the style, beauty and superior
craftsmanship of your home.

Distinguishing advantages.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work one-on-one with customer
Three designers with a collective 50 years of experience
Provide preliminary drawings for plumber, electricians
Provide 3-D views so customers can visualize the design
Large variety of styles, woods, ﬁnishes
Custom door styles, moulding, more
Design innovations that accentuate your lifestyle
On-site measurements for that perfect ﬁt
Install, tweak and provide adjustments before close
Service after the sale, we are here to help
We’re part of your community

Free consultation.
Make an appointment to discuss your planned home or remodeling
project with one of our designers. You may ﬁnd that the extra
quality and ﬂexibility of custom cabinets are surprisingly affordable
-- especially considering the extra value they will add to your new
home. Call 952-469-2700.

Visit our showroom in Lakeville, 7965 215th St. W. – call 952-469-2700 for an appointment

